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Abstract 
 
 
Interacting with traditional office space can become monotonous and dull. We explore a new 
domain of interaction design space by introducing the concept of self-propelled devices that are 
capable of changing their position intuitively and without tangible movement. As a prototype we 
demonstrate Living Desktop, an augmented desktop that provides devices like mouse, keyboard 
and displays the ability to move by themselves and be aware of their surroundings, turning the 
conventional desktop environment into a dynamic reconfigurable interaction space. It has 
several advantages: (1) it can reconfigure implicitly to fit the context of use or (2) on explicit user 
requests; (3) can change the behavior of devices (eg change the mouse friction coefficient) for 
the user interacts with them. Finally, (4) they can have an entertaining and emotional function. 
We describe the implementation of LivingDesktop and describe several scenarios to illustrate the 
usefulness of our system. 
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Chapter 1 
 

Introduction 
 
 

1.1 Context 
 
Even though new interaction techniques to replace the traditional devices have been proposed, 
we believe and argue that the use of mouse and keyboard in our lives is quite permanent and 
will stay for a long time. Most of our everyday interactions with computer systems still rely on 
desktop computers, usually involving one or several screens as displays, a keyboard and a 
pointing device. The workstations have changed relatively little in the recent years despite the 
introduction of new devices - tactile and gestural. We believe that the devices like the traditional 
mouse are best suited to office work requiring speed and accuracy. This is why many academic 
work (eg [14, 18]) focus on improving these ubiquitous devices. In this report, we explore the 
design space of itinerant devices. We define devices street as physical input/output (keyboard, 
mouse, monitor, etc.) which can travel independently on the desktop. They can not only be 
controlled by the user but also move autonomously, offering new interactional opportunities.  
 
The living desktop opens up the doors to a whole new range of interaction with conventional 
desktop interfaces, using the above mentioned devices (displays, keyboard and mouse 
controller). In this context, the living desktop can act and react as an entity, or each device as an 
individual, with users’ context of interaction, activity, and people around the desktop. At another 
level, each of these devices can enhance users’ interaction with the specific devices. To 
investigate more possibilities of interactions with the Living Desktop, we design scenarios that 
enhance user experience. 
 
 
 

1.2 Objective 
 
The objective of this study is to explore a new design space that can be brought about by 
combining the concepts of Human Computer Interaction and Robotics. We identify scenarios 
where it might be more useful for the devices to be aware of each other and their surroundings 
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and also for the user to be able to control devices by intuitive gestures. We present Living 
Desktop, a workstation that instantiates the concept of street features. As a workstation, the 
Living desktop particularly consists of a mouse, a keyboard and a monitor as itinerant devices. 
The workstation can thus control the position and orientation of these devices on the desk. Our 
prototype is based on a depth camera to know the position of the devices, a magnetic plotter to 
control the mouse, a keyboard with a robotic base and a powerful servo motor for the screen. 
The Living desktop transforms the conventional workstation, usually passive and static in a space 
and automatically reconfigurable dynamic interaction. 
The Living Desktop has four main advantages: 

(1) It can be reconfigured to fit implicitly the context of use. For example, the system can 
adapt to the user’s task (e.g. application) and automatically provide the most appropriate 
device near the user, or automatically orient the screen when a person enters the office. 

(2) The living desktop may also reconfigure on explicit request of user. For example, the user 
can make a hand gesture to bring / remove a device or refer to some steering even when 
it is not at hand of the user. 

(3) Living Desktop enriches the user experience, as he/ she can interact with a travelling 
device. For example, the mouse may change its coefficient of friction (resistance) as a 
function of the cursor position on the screen or movement of the user. 

(4) Finally, Living desktop can have a playful and / or emotional function transforming the 
interaction devices in animated objects. 

 
 

1.3 Contribution 
 
Our main contributions are: 

a. Introducing the concept of travelling devices 
b. A prototype, the LivingDesktop that instantiates the concept of itinerant devices. 
c. Various scenarios categorized in 4 parts illustrating the benefits of the LivingDesktop. 

 
 

1.4 Outline 
 
In this report, we first present a detailed review and comparative study of the literature that has 
been studied. We try to identify the common issues which are found in designing systems in the 
concerned field of “interaction techniques”. We then present a new interaction design space in 
the form of “Living Desktop” and explain the design scenarios and Implementation with respect 
to hardware & software. Finally, future work includes further implementation of the concept and 
development of its application. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
 
In the next few subsections of this chapter, we present a summary of the literature that was 
found to be extremely relevant. To start with we were interested in finding out how to make 
small devices moveable mechanically. This led us to quite a few research papers that discussed 
and explained some possibilities of moving around devices. We were particularly interested in 
research done in augmenting the desktop environment. Our literature survey can be summarized 
into the following subsections, each of which present a specific aspect of device interaction. 
 

2.1 Augmented Desktop 
 
Earlier desk interactions aimed at making use of different input methods and switching among 
them. InteractiveDESK [2] offers a large desktop display with a pen-input facility and an ordinary 
upright display with keyboard and an overhead desk monitoring camera. Since then user 
experience has been enhanced in the desktop environment. For instance providing visual 
feedback, virtual space [4], collaboration [Radle12] and portability [9].  

 

 
 

Figure 2.1. Interactive Desk setup. 
 
 
Our project takes some inspiration from Magic desk [4] that incorporates multi-touch surfaces 
into desktop work. We take it beyond the limited interaction area of the projector and bring in 
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the novelty by making the devices mobile which is not the case in most of the work discussed for 
desktop interactions.  

 
Figure 2.2. Magic desk 

 
Bonfire [9] is another method of projector based mobile screen interactions. 

 
Figure 2.3. Bonfire 

 
Augmenting interactive Tables with mice & Keyboards provide spatial sensing with co-located 
visual content. Use of keyboards and mice to improve user interactions on tabletops have been 
proposed [8]. But these interactions are not self-moving. 
 

2.1.1 Augmented Mouse 
 
Work has been done at various levels that enhance a typical mouse-user interaction. The famous 
two-ball Mouse [13] to sense the z-axis angular motion provides the user with an additional 
degree of freedom. Adaptive Mouse [Tang10] is designed on mental intuition of the user that 
uses hall-effect sensors to bring about physical shape free design for a mouse.  
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Figure 2.4. Adaptive Mouse 

 
Designs have been built to incorporate electromagnets to provide tactile feedback in a haptic 
mouse [16]. Active Mouse developed by [12] consists of one Omni-traveling mechanism, force 
sensor, position sensor and communication and control system. 
 

 
Figure 2.5. Active Mouse 

 
Some shape changing designs for the mouse have also been proposed like Inflatable Mouse [10] 
that is a volume adjustable input/output device. Designs of embedding a touch-screen on a 
mouse also exist [28]. It is strange to note that while there have been many mouse models 
constructed, none of them have locomotion capabilities. We propose a mouse with self-moving 
capabilities by installing small motors to it that can be controlled by a microcontroller & also by 
self-actuating the mouse using magnets. 
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Figure 2.6. Inflatable Mouse                                             Figure 2.7. LensMouse 
 

2.1.2 Augmented Keyboard 
 
The keyboard has been a less explored device and the best example is the design by Bailly et. Al 
[3] of Metamorphe, a novel keyboard with height-changing keys that provide haptic and visual 
feedback.  

 
Figure 2.8. Metamorphe keyboard. 

 
GestKeyboard [29] offers a technique for gesturing over ordinary, unmodified keyboard. Some 
keyboards combine the physical ergonomic qualities with dynamic display and also by attributing 
motion sensing qualities to it [6, 24]. However these designs are immobile which is where our 
augmented keyboard benefits the user by providing a new interaction space through its 
locomotive powers. 
 

2.1.3 Augmented Screen 
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Screen modifications have been done to help single and multi-user interactions. Tilt Displays [1] 
has a multi axis tilting and actuation mechanism that provides visual feedback and gives the 
ability to physically mutate which provides the user with a range of new applications. 

 
 Figure 2.9. Tilt screen displays 

 
Morphees [21] introduces shape resolution which adds to the existing definitions of screen and 
touch resolution. Although these are some novel ways of augmenting screen, but the size of the 
screen in these is already small that fits in user’s hand. Living desktop provides a solution for both 
big and small screen displays incorporating screen movement in multi dimensions for a working 
office scenario. 
 
While work has been done on augmenting the desktop environment, it focuses only on one 
device at a time like the mouse, keyboard, and screen making the other elements of the desktop 
unnoticeable. Living Desktop is first such system that augments multiple devices to bring about 
a new design space of interaction. 
 

2.2 Actuating Objects on tables 
 
ActiveCube [Kitamura00] was one of the first projects that displayed interactions with 3-D virtual 
objects using actual physical cubes. Since then the concepts of robotics have been used to create 
more user interactive prototypes. There have been attempts to augment general tables with 
actuation capabilities. MoleBot [Lee 12] is a classic example of the use of robotics for physical 
transformations on table based on organic user interface. It moves around the table in the form 
of a molehill cast by vertical movable pins and is capable of interacting through gestural 
commands. However it is capable of only actuating very light weight objects of small dimensions 
such as paper clips & small magnetic balls. Living Desktop has the capability to actuate much 
larger devices like the mouse and keyboards.  
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Figure 2.10. Mole bot setup. 

 
Things that hover [15] tries to augment desktop objects with the help of piezoelectric air blow 
actuators and contact-less power source using a capacitive mat. Besides providing insufficient 
power, it also restricts the area of interaction that is limited to the size of the capacitive mat. We 
provide interactions that are not area bound. There are also prototypes of using array of 
electromagnets under the tabletop surfaces to actuate objects [Pangaro03, 26, Kim11]. But these 
are limited by short period of usage, size and power requirements.  
 

 
Figure 2.11. Things that hover setup and design 

 
Augmented Coliseum [Maki05] is a display based game environment using augmented reality and 
small robots. Emaneul et. Al. [25] through his work ACTO supports the use of robotics to actuate 
devices on a work bench with the help of modular actuated tangible objects.  

 
Figure 2.12. Structure and typical setup of project ACTO. 
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The Planar manipulator display [20] project is based on the use of robotics and graphics to build 
a self-sorting system on traditional table and proposes the concept of actuated sand table. 
  

 
 

 
Figure 2.13. The Planar Manipulator display project and setup. 

 
RoboTable [11] creates a framework that can create a mixed-reality environment involving 
mobile robot interaction with physical and virtual objects. 

 
Figure 2.14. RoboTable setup 

 
While all of them attempt to enhance the user experience with physical objects, the size becomes 
a challenge. We offer to combine robotics and HCI principles to build new range of self-propelled 
devices in a computer desktop environment keeping the size comparable to the traditional input 
output devices. MetaDESK [Ulmer97] is a user interface platform that supports physical 
interaction with digital information through the manipulation of physical objects and surfaces. 
However it does not take into account the self-mobility capability of objects. 
 

2.3 Shape-Changing interfaces 
 
Interacting with desktop components is very natural and intuitive. However at times, users feel 
the need of semi-automated systems that could help/guide them in performing particular tasks 
besides adding dynamism. Shape-changing interfaces [19] help the users achieve this by 
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enhancing interactions with the virtual world. Shape-changing devices can physically change their 
shape, volume or texture [19] in order to enhance user experience or adapt to their context of 
interaction [Roudaut13]. Shape changing has been explored on various types of devices such as 
mobile devices [Roudaut13], keyboards [Bailly13] or displays [Alexander12, Leithinger13, 
Steimle13].  
 
Inform [7] provides a novel interaction technique for shape changing UIs by giving physicality to 
traditional pixels with the help of vertical actuation of small motorized polystyrene pins on the 
table. However, the cost and effort of construction is important. In contrast, through Living 
Desktop we propose dynamic User Interaction with much simplified set up equipment. 
 

 
Figure 2.15. inFORM project 

 
Shape changing interfaces often lead to an exploration of new design space [19]. Gesture Output 
[22] aims to provide an eye-free output to users on smartphones and tablets. [Follmer & 
Leithinger12] have explored the use of a clay-like polymer substance to provide new category of 
input devices. It uses capacitive and electric field sensing with index matched particles and fluids 
for high resolution shape sensing. 
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 Figure 2.16. Gesture Output. The pocket Ouija and the long Ouija. 

 
There has been more work done to enhance the tangibility of the devices, not the physical space 
around such devices. Living Desktop explores this space and presents a new breed of location 
changing self-aware devices. Moreover previous works on shape-changing devices have explored 
one device at a time (mouse or keyboard or display, etc.) and thus did not investigate interactions 
between these devices. Living Desktop explores this design space using self-actuated devices, 
moved devices, and a combination of both. 
 

2.4 Gesture and technologies 
 
Playanywhere: A compact interactive tabletop projection vison system. 
DepthTouch: Using depth-sensing camera to enable freehand interactions on and above the 

interactive surface. 
FINS: Understanding finger inputs above desktop devices 
OmniTouch [Harrison11] is a wearable depth-sensing and projection system that allows surfaces 
for graphical multitouch interactions. It uses image processing and depth segmentation 
techniques to interact with a projector based UI. Work has been done to demonstrate touch 
detection using depth camera [Lee11, Wilson10]. 
 

 
Figure 2.17. Omni touch is a wearable depth sensing and projection system that allows 

everyday surfaces to become multitouch interaction surfaces. 
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Li et. al [Li07] has proposed to use electromagnetic micromotors to provide an Omni-directional 
mobile platform. This works well for microrobots but would have less load capacity in case of 
movable structures comparable to the size of a keyboard or mouse. 
 

 
Figure 2.18. Microrobot 
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Chapter 3 
Design 
 

3.1 Concept & Scenarios 
To design our system, it is quite important that we come up with scenarios, in which it can be 
useful to control desktop environment around us. We therefore discuss a few interesting 
scenarios where the power of LivingDesktop is quite evident. We consider only an office 
environment to fit in our scenarios. The LivingDesktop can enrich the user interaction at different 
levels implied, explicit, dynamic and emotional. We present in this subsection four levels 
illustrated with application Scenarios implementing the LivingDesktop. 
 

3.1.1 Implicit Enrichment Activity 
The itinerant devices can be reconfigured implicitly in order to adapt contextually to the user 
activity. Typically, the monitor screen can be guided by the position of the user. For example, 
when John returns to his office, the system can reorganize the user and automatically move in 
the direction of John to provide notifications from time to time, absence or arrival of new emails. 
Similarly, the vertical orientation and monitor screen position may arrange automatically based 
on their configuration in the virtual space. 
 
Many keyboards and mouse models are now wireless and need to be raised from time to time 
be recharged. These travelling devices can go alone by themselves when not in use to a recharge 
point, for example when the user turns off the PC or leaves his office. 
 
Finally certain devices maybe more or less suitable for a given application. For example, John may 
prefer a traditional mouse for office tasks but would want to use a mouse with additional buttons 
for playing video games. Depending on the application being used, the appropriate mouse can 
automatically be ranked if they are not in use and go to rest position or ready to use position. In 
the same way the keyboard can be stored automatically if it is not needed to enter text for a 
given application. Finally when a user approaches the office printing materials, devices deviate 
from the scene making space to file documents. 
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3.1.2 Enrichment of explicit interaction 
 
Devices in the LivingDesktop can in fact react explicitly to possible user requests. Typically, the 
user can perform a gesture to ask on the screen to turn/ approach to plug in a cable or a USB 
device. For example to watch a video in full screen. 
 
Similarly the user can ask the devices to turn to the context. Typically, if a second person close to 
the office and there is an ambiguity as to whether the user wishes this second person to watch 
the screen or not, and the user can perform a quick gesture to ask the screen to move towards 
the second user (typically if the consult a document together). 
 

3.1.3 Dynamic modification of the properties of devices 
 
Dynamic changes differ from the explicit enrichment by their continuous nature, and applied to 
the interaction of the user. Typically, the augmented mouse can be activated by the user to 
provide a semantic pointing. The principle of semantic pointing [5] is to accelerate the cursor in 
the void spaces and slow it down in and around potential targets on screen. For this, it adapts 
the control-display ratio: the moving mouse will produce a different displacement of cursor 
depending on its position on the screen. The mobile mouse allows better coupling between the 
dynamics, the cursor and the dynamics of the mouse while keeping the notion of empty areas 
and potential targets. As a result the mouse will tend to amplify the movement of the user in the 
empty areas while it will resist near potential targets. 
 
The augmented mouse can also constrain movement of the user based on the possible 
manipulations of virtual objects. For example, some applications combine keyboard modifiers to 
force the actions of a virtual object. For example, A PowerPoint can change the orientation of an 
object without changing other geometrical properties. During this one-dimensional 
manipulation, the trajectory of mice (two-dimensional) is not constrained. The mouse traveling 
can force on a circular path corresponding to the displacement of the object. Similarly, a selection 
tool in Photoshop application used to constrain the selection to a square shape instead of 
rectangular. The mobile mouse can compel to move on the diagonal to prevent some travel. 

 Figure 3.1. Force feedback by the augmented mouse. 
 
Another approach, inspired by that proposed by Roudaut et al. on tactile surfaces [22], is that 
itinerant mouse moves to help the user learn sign language vocabularies: one hand on the mouse, 
the user can follow the movement of the mouse and learn not only the form but also the 
dynamics of the gesture. The system may also move mice in order to produce a displacement 
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cursor to a graphics component, e.g. a toolbar button to activate when monitoring tutorials, 
which can reduce the time gap between the perception / interpretation and planning / action. 
 
Finally, the traveling display can also enrich dynamically user interaction, for example for 
introducing a strong coupling between the perspective of a camera on a 3D scene and orientation 
of the monitor. This coupling can be especially useful when it accompanies the metaphor of 
FishTank VR or camera perspective 3D scene is coupled to the position of the head of the user. 
 

3.1.4 Emotional and fun features 
Itinerant devices may also have emotional and playful virtues playing the role of characters 
animated. For example, the monitor can react like it was the face of a character who would follow 
an object or person and react like a little mouse animal moving on the desktop. The mobile mouse 
can also be used to simulate Relief on the screen. For example, the mouse will be drawn through 
the center of a ditch along a slip or slide resist to the rise of a hill, especially in game scenarios. 
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Chapter 4 
Implementation 
Our Solution uses the Microsoft Kinect’s depth perception capabilities and Arduino based 
microcontrollers to augment traditional desktop devices. We designed prototypes for the mouse 
to cover two types of interactions: large area based interactions (wheeled mouse) and small area 
based interactions (phantom mouse). Besides that we also provide an alternate to a mouse by 
developing a wireless Movable touchpad. The keyboard is also based on a wheeled design using 
differential steering mechanism with an additional orientation control stepper motor. Our main 
goal of having different mice solutions is to provide and study the effect of user interactions with 
different movable objects. The wheeled mouse resembles a mouse in all aspects including weight 
and size and the phantom mouse is exactly the same as a mouse with a magnet inside. Our focus 
while designing these prototypes has been more towards the interaction aspect than redesigning 
them. 
 

 
Figure 4.1. Flowchart describing three major aspects of implementation design. 
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4.1 Assumption 
 
We assume that once plotter head reaches the specified target position the mouse also reaches 
the position in the physical world. That is to say that the magnet is always attached right below 
the mouse beneath the table at all times. If for some reason the magnet leaves the plotter that 
could be found through the visual feedback that the device did not move to its intended target 
coordinates. In such a case the plotter is programmed to go back to the mouse (using the Kinect 
sensor as feedback) and re-initiate the goto position task. 
 

4.2 Hardware 
 
Setup 
 
The setup consists of an under table installation of 2-D positioning robotic system with z axis for 
up-down movement of the magnet controlled by a servo motor. The Screen is fitted on a one 
dimensional movable platform with rotating ability. The devices (mouse and keyboard) are 
tracked by an overhead Kinect sensor using depth and color based segmentation technique. 
 

4.2.1 Mouse 
 
Wheeled Mouse 
 
The first mouse implementation was the construction of a wired mouse with motors. We used 
6V 200rpm dc motors that were fitted carefully inside the mouse. Arduino Pro mini 
microcontroller was used to control the motor and communication with the device. A separate 
outer body was made to accommodate for the motor space. The prototype has the dimensions 
of 5cm by 8cm by 3cm which is of approximate size and weight as that of a traditional gaming 
mouse. 
 
Movable Touchpad 
 
The movable touchpad uses a 2.4 inch tft screen coupled with an ATMEGA 328 chip and 
supported by 2 dc motors. The entire circuit is assembled on a printed circuit board and the base 
of the touchpad is 3-D printed (see figure.). The size of the prototype is 3.5” by 3.5” by 3”; weight 
300 grams. Xbee module is used for communication with the server. A LiPo battery is used as an 
onboard power supply making the device completely wireless. The advantage of using this 
prototype is that it provides a new interaction area on the device itself. The Arduino tft libraries 
allows to design specific scenarios like the low battery indicator on the device, short warnings 
messages, notifications etc. 
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Figure 4.2. The Movable touchpad, wireless control with an xbee module for serial data 

communication. 
 

 
Figure 4.3. Various stages involved in prototyping and construction. 

 
Phantom Mouse 
 
It makes use of magnets to actuate the mouse. A 2-D robotic system is built under the table with 
a robotic head fitted with a magnet. A magnet is fitted in the mouse and with the help of Kinect 
the tracking loop is established. The robotic head system uses two stepper motors and a servo 
motor to make the movement in the x,y and z directions. This provides the user with a force 
feedback while using the mouse. The amount of force can be controlled by varying the distance 
between the magnets.  
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Figure 4.4. (a) The augmented mouse (b) magnet. (c) Table plotter which the stylus has been 

replaced by a magnet for controlling the mouse position. (d1) and (d2) release system to 
couple the plotter with the mouse. 

 

 
Figure 4.5. Plotter installed under the table with the magnet mounted on a robotic head. 

 
4.2.2 Keyboard  
 
The daily used wireless keyboard was chosen and fitted with 2 dc motors and one stepper motor. 
Xbee Series1 modules were used for wireless communication. The entire circuit and the motors 
are installed as a detachable base and are completely hidden under the keyboard. The height of 
the device is slightly raised from normal but the user is able to use it without much hindrance 
with an added springy effect that gives the keyboard a self-actuated/ghost feel. 
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Figure 4.6. The Augmented keyboard with (a) robotic orientation controlled base (b) top view 

with a color tag (c) completely wireless by slightly increased height. 
 

4.2.3 Screen  
 
The screen is augmented with motors such that it can translate and rotate to suit the user’s 
orientation. The dimensions of the screen is 17.4 in x 8.7 in x 16.7 in and it weighs approx. 20.3lbs. 
We constructed our own version of an actuated arm with translation capabilities.  
 

 
Figure 4.7. (a) Augmented Monitor Screen with (b) the servo motor and thrust bearing to 

control its orientation. 
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4.3 Transformation of Coordinates. 
 
The method that is used to track devices on the tables is through images taken from a Kinect 
sensor. The position of the devices is stored in the image (Pixel position) domain. The robotic 
head coupled system below the table is based on the movement of steps by the two stepping 
motors. Its method of keeping track of the position is based on the no. of motor steps in the x 
and y direction to cover the area. Now the two domains are not in sync with respect to the 
coordinate system. Hence a mapping function is required to bring the two system of coordinates 
in the same reference frame.  
We needed to choose a mapping function that is invertible since we need to know the position 
in both domains at some point of time. The easiest way to do that was to use a scaling transfer 
function to map the image values to robotic head value and vice versa. 
 
The plotter domain covers a distance of 30cm of physical area in approximately 54271 steps of 
the motor. And the equivalent distance is accommodated in the image domain by approximately 
88 pixels. Therefore, it makes more sense to bring the robotic head system to the image domain. 
Hence we down-sample the x-y robot coordinate system by dividing the x and y values of the 
plotter domain to appropriate scale factor. 
  
Getting feedback from the plotter. 
Another part of the task was to know the precise plotter position under the table. How does the 
plotter know, where the mouse is? Here we use the feedback of the Kinect sensor that keeps 
track of the physical mouse and other devices on the table. So the image coordinates of the 
mouse are transformed from the pixel domain to the plotter area domain. Hence there is no need 
to scan the whole area line by line in case the plotter leaves the mouse. 
 
Keyboard. 
 
Since keyboard is a self-sustaining identity with a movable assembly attached to the keyboard. 
There is no need of transforming coordinates here. We go for the standard approach of using the 
image pixel position data as the actual position of the keyboard and program the movements in 
this coordinate space. 
 

4.4 Software 
 
The prototype was built in a Qt environment using c++ and OpenCV libraries on Linux Ubuntu OS. 
Microsoft Kinect installed on the roof over the head at a height of about 1.5m is used to track the 
device on the table and to identify simple gestures performed by the user. For the 
microcontroller Arduino 1.0.5 software is used. 
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4.4.1 Preprocessing & Calibration 
 
The software uses multiple layers of processing to reliably detect objects of small heights on a 
surface. Before the system can detect objects at different heights, the software must be 
calibrated to understand the properties of the interaction surface. We use an approach similar 
to Lee’s Kinect Multitouch table [Lee] by constructing a surface profile and noise profile of the 
scene over 300 depth frames. 
We use this data to set intuitive thresholds on depth to define the zone(s) of interaction. 
 

4.4.2 Localization 
 
After calibration, active depth range is defined and depth based contour map is generated. This 
contour map is clubbed with color based contour map to identify the devices uniquely. This way 
of identifying objects works very well and is more robust than using general color and shape 
based tags that are prone to flicker and false positives. 
 
Once we have a map with color and depth effects, we generate another contour map of it. This 
map is then passed to a series of functions that decide the tag that should be associated with a 
particular device. A conflict between two different tags for a contour is resolved by giving 
weightage to the amount of potential device pixel content for that contour. 
 

4.4.3 Actuation 
 
Actuation by wheels 
The server computer communicates with the wheeled devices to move the left or the right wheel 
depending on the current position and target position of the device. A generic virtual image based 
PID algorithm is implemented to help the device navigate the interaction area/surface.  
 
Actuation by magnet 
The 2-D robotic system uses stepper motors for actuating the mouse above the table. The robotic 
system has an accuracy of up to 0.1mm. Since this difference cannot be recorded by the tracking 
system, the robotic system least count has to be increased. Therefore a mapping form Kinect 
domain to phantom mouse area domain is made by down sampling the accuracy of the 2-D 
robotic system. 
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4.4.4 Device Tracking 
 

 
Figure 4.8. Raw RGB camera image from Kinect sensor mounted on top of the ceiling. 

 
Figure 4.9. Raw Depth frame capture by Kinect. 

 

 
Figure 4.10. Result after segmentation of frames at a particular depth range. 

 
 

 
Figure 4.11. Object detection by combining the color and depth maps and after applying the 

robust area, shape and weightage algorithm. 
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4.4 Communication 
 
The communication is both wired as well as a wireless one. There is wired communication 
through a USB cable that sends and receive serial data from a serial port in Qt. For the wireless 
communication between the keyboard and the server, a series 1 Xbee module is used. The entire 
circuitry is soldered on a printed circuit board designed in ORCAD software. 
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Chapter 5 

Results & Findings 
5.1 Example Scenario demonstrations 
 

 
Figure 5.1. Screen displays emotions while interacting with the user. 

 

 
Figure 5.2. When the user brings an article to read, the mouse and keyboard move away to 

create space automatically. 
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Figure 5.3. The pointing and device calling Scenario. 

 

 
Figure 5.4. Semantic pointing Scenario. The mouse intuitively changes speed while traversing 

a desktop area. 
 

 
Figure 5.5 Shut Down Scenario. When it’s time to go, the desktop devices arrange themselves 

to go to their parking positions. 
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Figure 5.6. Gesture learning Scenario GUI implementation in Qt. 

 
Figure 5.7. Feedback from mouse concept design and implementation in Qt. 
 
 
 

5.2 Problems faced 
Every project has some challenges and this was no different. Being an interdisciplinary project, I 
faced quite a few challenges while implementing and designing. I had to learn new technologies 
and therefore there was a learning curve associated with it. But I am glad I got this opportunity 
to work on such a multi-disciplinary project which helped me expand my skill set. There were 
times when the project got delayed due to unavailability of electronic products. For instance, the 
plotter which was ordered took some time. But it gave me an opportunity to plan and design my 
approach in advance. One of the motors of the plotter got worn out and it led to some delay in 
getting a new one. Coming from a non-computer science background I found it a bit more 
challenging to use “QT” software for computer vision and HCI. I could manage to learn the basics 
and quickly start coding the project. I had to code the software and hardware separately all from 
scratch, so it was challenging at times to debug the errors. Overall the problems I faced made me 
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think more and eventually I got stronger in multiple areas of HCI (electronics, computer science 
and mechanical engineering). 
 
 

5.3 What I have learnt from my internship 
 
It has been a great internship for me. I got to work on a project that is highly inter disciplinary 
and required me to acquire knowledge in many fields that include computer science, electronics, 
mechanical engineering concepts & design.  
I learnt a lot of new technologies throughout the course of my internship and increased my skill 
set a lot. I learnt how to design in a 3-D modelling tool called “Solid Edge” and also learnt the 
principle working of a 3-D printer. I had to print a model myself using the 3-D printer which I 
found very exciting. I also got to explore a graphics and HCI building tool called “Qt”. I have 
expanded my knowledge in c++ programming through this internship. My project involved a lot 
of electronics and hardware aspect as well. I had to design PCBs for different devices. I did that 
on ORCAD PCB designing software. It was a new tool for me so I learnt a lot about basics of single 
layer PCB designing. Human Computer Interaction has a design aspect to it which is very 
fundamental in any project. I had to design different scenarios where my project could be useful. 
The implementation of the designed scenarios exposed me to the practical work experience. All 
in all, I am very satisfied with my internship experience and I will continue to work on the project 
to make the system more robust and to contribute to the HCI Community. 
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Chapter 6 
Future Work 
 
Development of real world applications is the most important goal for the near future. This 
includes applications for collaborative sharing. Making the system more robust for a better user 
experience. Another possibility is to use a leap motion sensor to interact with desktop devices. 
The screen can be coupled to head tracking libraries and tests could be made to adapt to user 
intensions. 
 
USER STUDY: conducting a user study is highly important in any form of research in the field of 
Human Computer Interaction. In our case also, once we have a robust system working with 4-5 
test case scenarios, we intend to conduct a user study. In this user study, the main focus will be 
to note social usage, aesthetics, user feedback, comfortability and adaptability as qualitative 
measures. We also intend to design some quantitative measures to strengthen our contribution. 
A comparison of the results and observations can open up further scope of improvement in the 
prototype designs. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
 
 
We introduced the concept of traveling devices, physical devices whose position and orientation 
can be controlled by the user and by the system. We also describe the Living Desktop as evidence 
workstation concept composed of devices street. Finally, we presented different scenarios 
organized into four categories: implicit, explicit, dynamic and playful. Our efforts will focus first 
on greater coverage movements to screen experimental evaluations to test satisfaction and 
robustness of our system. 
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